Given an edge-labeled, connected, undirected graph G and a bound r > 1, the bounded minimum-label spanning tree problem seeks a spanning tree on G whose edges carry the fewest possible labels and in which no label appears more than r times. Two greedy heuristics for the unbounded version of the problem are adapted to the bounded version. Two genetic algorithms for the problem encode labeled spanning trees as permutations of G's edges. A simple GA performs poorly, but the addition of local search enables consistently good results.
INTRODUCTION
Let G be a connected, undirected graph, each of whose edges bears a label. The labels are not in general unique; each label may be attached to several edges. A minimumlabel spanning tree (MLST) on G is one whose edges carry the smallest possible number of labels; the minimum-label spanning tree problem seeks a MLST on G. If no label may be used more than r > 1 times, we have the bounded minimum-label spanning tree (BMLST) problem. Figure 1 shows a labeled graph and a BMLST on it with bound r = 3.
Chang and Leu [2] described the MLST problem, showed that it is NP-hard, and described an A* algorithm and two heuristics for it. The Maximum Vertex Covering Algorithm was particularly effective. An evolutionary algorithm by Xiong, Golden, and Wasil [6] encoded solutions as sets of labels. It implemented a local search step that added a random label and removed redundant labels. Another, by Nummela and Julstrom [4] , encoded solutions as permutations of the labels and implemented several heuristic steps.
Brüggemann, Monnot, and Woeginger [1] described the bounded problem and showed that it is NP-hard for r ≥ 3. To our knowledge, the evolutionary algorithm below is the first for the BMLST problem. Like the MLST problem, the bounded problem finds applications in network design.
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TWO GREEDY HEURISTICS
Chang and Leu [2] proposed two greedy heuristics for the MLST problem that we adapt to the bounded problem. The Edge Replacement Algorithm (ERA) begins with an arbitrary spanning tree and swaps edges into and out of the tree. One step considers an edge e not in the tree and its label (e). It identifies the cycle created by including e in the tree and within that cycle, an edge e whose label appears least often. If (e ) = (e) and if (e)'s count in the tree is between 1 and r − 1, e replaces e in the tree.
The maximum-vertex covering algorithm (MVCA) begins with an empty tree. At each step, it identifies a label whose edges cover the largest number of uncovered vertices; it includes these edges in the tree. If more than r edges carry the chosen label, r of them are selected at random.
TWO GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Permutations of G's edges can represent bounded-label spanning trees via a Kruskal-based [3] decoder. Given a chromosome c[·], the decoder examines G's edges in their order in c [·] . It builds a tree by including each edge e unless e completes a cycle or the tree already contains r edges with e's label. The chromosome's fitness is the number of labels on the tree's edges, which we seek to minimize. If no tree is identified, fitness is an arbitrarily large value.
Cycle crossover [5] divides the symbols in two parent chromosomes into two groups whose sets of positions are disjoint. It copies the first group into the same positions in the offspring, then fills the offspring with the symbols in the second group, in order. This operator tends to preserve parental symbol positions and thus is appropriate here. Mutation swaps two symbols at random adjacent positions.
A local search operator scans the graph's edges in chromosome order to identify the first edge e whose label appears once in the tree and other labels whose counts in the tree are non-zero but less than r. It examines the non-tree edges 
on each instance, the numbers of labels in the trees they identified and the times t in seconds they required to find them; for GA and HGA on each instance, the best and mean numbers of labels in 30 trials, the standard deviation s of these values, and the mean time t that each ran. for an edge that bears a different label found in the tree and that can replace e. Swapping such an edge with e in the chromosome reduces the tree's label count by one. If the tree contains no appropriate edges, the chromosome is unchanged. Two versions of a generational genetic algorithm apply the coding and operators above. The GA initializes its population with random permutations of the graph's edges. It selects chromosomes to be parents in 2-tournaments, and it generates each offspring by applying crossover or mutation. It is 1-elitist and runs through a fixed number of generations. The simple GA (SGA) does not use local search; the heuristic GA (HGA) applies local search to every new chromosome after the initial population.
SGA and HGA were implemented in C++ and executed on a Pentium 4 processor running at 2.4GHz under Fedora Core 2.6.19. In the comparisons below, their population sizes were 250, and the probability that crossover generated each offspring was 0.85, that of mutation 0.15.
COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSION
An exact A* algorithm, the two greedy heuristics, and the two GAs were run on 27 instances of the BMLST problem with from 10 to 50 vertices and densities-the proportion of all possible edges-of 40%, 60%, and 80%. Their numbers of labels ranged from five to 28. The A* algorithm was run once and the remaining algorithms 30 independent times on each BLMST problem instance. ERA and MVCA were run multiple times because they involve random choices, but their results never varied, so only their single results are reported. Note that A* becomes intractable as n grows.
ERA performs well on the smaller instances, but on the larger instances, it is inferior to MVCA, which always does well. SGA also does well when n is small, but it is slower than the non-evolutionary heuristics, and as n grows, it returns poorer results even than ERA. Of the heuristics, HGA returns the best results. It finds optimum solutions where A* finds them, and does at least as well as MVCA. The local search is effective, though it increases the GA's time.
